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To be discussed

» Top down approach

» Reference implementation

» Industry reps as a member on the Open Footprint™ Forum (OFP) Forum
Top down approach

» As you have heard earlier this week:

- Links will be created with various bodies: See earlier sessions.
- Governments
- COP26- presence?
- We need all the help we can get → Open for input / guidance.
- Etc.
OFP Reference Implementation

» It is lowering the threshold for using OFP:
  - Installable on multiple set ups

» Validating potential usage cases

» Improving quality with every MVP release
Other points

» **OFP imbedded with data of other business applications:**
  – We can expect that increasingly OFP type of developments to be made part of the business application data platform
  – Is part of the trend that ESG type of data is part of the business data platform

» **GHG and non-GHG data in same OFP implementation:**
  – We need to determine the implications of this on the OFP data platform
  – Work for this still has to be done
Accounting for OFP

We are working out the impact of accounting on what we are doing:

- What information needs to be logged? Indicate as well why it needs to be logged?
- What information needs to be stored from an Auditing point of view? Indicate as well why that information needs to be stored?
- How long does what information be kept for?
- How to integrate these requirements with the OFP Data Platform?
- It is important that we have clear rules for all of the above
Audit log for OFP

» Audit trails and logs for OFP:

- Collecting the requirements
- To be added as part of MVP3
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